
CAMCIG Conference Call. DRAFT minutes (revised) 

Date:  Thursday, Sept 9, 2010 

Time:  2:30 - 4:00 p.m. 

 

Present: Brad Eden (HOTS), Xiaoli Li (UCD, chair), Wanda Jazayeri (UCI), Sara Shatford 

Layne (UCLA, recorder), Jim Dooley (UCM), Manuel Urrizola (UCR), Anna DeVore (UCSB), 

Lai-Ying Hsiung (UCSC), Linda Barnhart (UCSD), Nina Meechoonuk (UCSF) 

Absent: Lisa Rowlison de Ortiz (UCB) 

  

1. Announcements. 

A. UCR (with CSU San Bernardino) is receiving materials, records, and some staff 

from the UCB Water Resources Archive. The issue of OCLC holdings symbol setting 

for these materials was raised, and UCR will investigate. 

B. The WEST Initiative: From the WEST page (dated April 2010) at: 

http://www.cdlib.org/services/collections/sharedprint/westinitiative.html 

“The Western Regional Storage Trust (WEST) is an initiative to organize a distributed 

print repository service among research libraries in the western region of the United 

States.” 

C. NGTS reports are due this week; we should expect transformative charges 

resulting from these reports within the next month. 

2. Should CAMCIG's membership be broadened to include an official representative from the 

Shared Cataloging Program?  

In addition to an official representative from the Shared Cataloging Program, suggestions 

were made to recommend adding the Chair of the SCP AC and representatives from the 

RLFs to CAMCIG. The question of whether SCP AC should continue to exist or whether its 

work should be folded into that of CAMCIG was raised.  

For next month’s CAMCIG call: revisit the issue of whether and how to broaden CAMCIG 

membership. 

  

3. Separate Records for Serials report from the Joint Next-Gen Melvyl and Next-Gen TS 

Task Group on LHRs for Serials (report distributed August 25).  

UCI will be submitting written comments; expressed reservations about including 

recommendations in the report since none were requested; recommended adding an 

appendix consisting of comments received on the first draft of the report; noted that 

reliance on 776 fields for linking from e-records to print is imperfect as not all e-records 

contain 776 fields. 

UCSC supported the recommendations in the report 



UCI, UCR, and UCM expressed disappointment that the report did not recommend going 

forward with separate records 

 

4. Update on RDA license(s) (Anna and Linda) 

ALA has extended access to the RDA Toolkit for campuses that signed up for access during 

the trial period while individual campus subscriptions are set up. CDL will be able to work on 

getting a consortial license after the new year, to take effect in the spring of 2011. 

A print version of RDA is scheduled to be available this fall at a cost of $150 (publication 

date given as 2011). 

  

5. Issues related to cataloging print reproductions of born digital dissertations. 

There are three possible approaches to cataloging print “versions” of born-digital 

dissertations: 

A. Reproduction (UCI uses this approach; UCI will supply examples of their practice) 

B. Reprint (UCSB and UCR; UCSB example: oclc 642225650) 

C. Simultaneous publication (recommended by J. McRee (“Mac”) Elrod on Autocat) 

 Discussion of the problems of using the reproduction approach (description except for the 

533 field and 245 $h are for the digital version); question regarding whether the print 

“version” qualifies as a reprint according to AACR2; question regarding whether we want to 

have a UC-wide policy at this point.  

ACTION: Manuel Urrizola will draft a policy recommending using the reprint approach for 

discussion at our next CAMCIG meeting; Wanda will share UCI procedures for treating these 

born-digital dissertations as reproductions. 

6. Question regarding patron-driven acquisitions 

UCSD has just completed a pilot for patron-driven selection of e-books; began in June, 

ended because the funds allocated for the pilot were expended. Records were added to the 

OPAC, and (for those items not selected) were removed when the pilot ended. 

UCLA began (in April) a pilot for patron-driven selection of print materials. Records supplied 

by the vendor are added to the OPAC for patrons to select from. 

 

 


